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John Argenti Chairman. Barne*.Lime Co. i
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John Argenti, an experienced Corporate Planner and author of Corporate Planning--a Practical Guide--puts the case for the "hard headed" approach to corporate objectives. He argues for a simple objective stated in terms of Return on Equity capital. He rejects the "stakeholder" theory, and sees the demand of employees, suppliers, and customers as constraints. Other popular objectives are measured and found wanting when set against the criteria that they should be precise, unambiguous, and verifiable. John Argenti is already well known as a leading British authority on Corporate Planning. He waS for some years Heed of Planning Services at Fison Fertilizers Ltd. where he developed a particular systematic version of Corporate Planning. He has lectured on this subject to a wide range of senior British executives. He has also published extensively including the book Corporate Planning--a Practical Guide. He was a founder of the Society for Long Range Planning. He now advises on Corporate Planning and Management Techniques.



VERYO~mWHO HASWmTTENAN AnT1CLE E or a book or gives a lecture on Planning or on Management Principles points out on page 1 that the very first thing one has to do is to Determine The Objectives. It is a ritual, like cleaning your teeth last thing at night, and, unlike some rituals, everyone agrees that it is a Good Thing. They trot out the old saws about "any road will do if you don't know where you are going" and explain how important it is to Manage by Objectives, Plan to achieve Objectives, evaluate decisions by reference to Objectives. But no one ever defines the word and no one ever says what their Objectives should be, they merely present examples that have been chosen by this company or that or they give the reader a list a mile long from which he is invited to choose a selection.



Now this just will not do. Management is becoming a progressively more analytical, more precise function: the manager's tools are becoming sharper and more accurate. If managers are now learning to shoot straight, then they must be given a precisely defined target. But just look at 24



LONG RANGE PLANNING



some of the Objectives they are asked to aim at: to achieve the profit shown in the annual budget; ensure survival; maximize profits; improve profitability; lead the industry in technology; increase share of the market; increase exports; make a satisfactory profit; improve return on capital employed; sell worthwhile, socially acceptable products. And these are just those put forward as



Company Objectives--the list of objectives that could be given to individual managers is probably infinite. In fact, since there are so many and diverse management jobs to be done in industry it is probably right and proper that their list of objectives should be diverse and lengthy. It should he made clear straight away therefore that there may be nothing wrong with managers' objectives being varied and multitudinous: this article is concerned only with Company Objectives. The spotlight has turned on them because, at last, industry is interesting itself in Company planning and it is MARCH, 1969



realized that a company plan must be preceded by the setting of company objectives. It is worth having a closer look at each of the Company Objectives listed above to see just how much precision can be ascribed to any of them: what is wanted is something that is clear, precise, unambiguous and verifiable (that is to say, something that the company is aiming to do that everyone can understand and such that anyone can see if the company is achieving it. It should be possible, when someone asks "Did your Company achieve its Objectives in 1968 T' to be able to give a clear, uniquivocal answer of "Yes", " N o " , "Only Just", "Missed it by 7½ per cent". Precise, unambiguous, verifiable). Take them in any order.



fias slightly unsavoury overtones---what exactly does "everything" include? But leave that aside; imagine that a company really has done everything to improve profits but ends the year with another loss ---did it achieve its objective ? Apparently it did. Or again, how does one prove that a company maximized its profits last y e a r - when, for example did a Chief Accountant ever say to the Chairman " I have examined our accounts for 1968 and in my opinion we maximized our profits". This Objective is not dear, not precise, not unambiguous and certainly is not verifiable. Try another.



T o Ensure our Continued Survival Well, at least t.his one is verifiable! The



To Maximize Profits This particular objective is very commonly found, certainly it is the favourite among the economists. But what exactly does it mean? Does it mean " d o everything you possibly can to increase your profits"? for if it does, and there is not much else that it can mean, it is little more than a rallying cry, a call to arms; furthermore it



only trouble with it is that it is nonsense, for no organization has as its objective its survival for the sake of surv/val--it survives in order to do something, usually to bring a benefit of some kind to someone. I f any organization ceased to benefit anyone it would soon cease to survive-no one wants a useless organization to survive and therefore it would die. Survival, for the sake of survival, is not an 25



objective for any organization. Its reason for survival may well be its objective, but survival itself is not.



"to make a satisfactory profit" is one acceptable objective.



To Increase our Share of the Market There is nothing much wrong with this one



T o Make a S a t i s f a c t o r y Profit The point was made above that aU organizations exist to benefit someone-that is why they were formed in the first place and that is why they are allowed to continue. If any organization brings a substantial benefit to a large number of people then it will probably grow and one would look upon it as a successful organization. "Successful" means "doing what it was intended to do and doing it well". It makes no sense to point to a frog, for example and ask "Is that a successful frog"? because no one knows what a frog is for and one cannot therefore judge how well it is doing it! But surely someone can tell us what a company is for. after all, it must have some beneficiaries or it would have died. Cannot they tell us ?



The trouble here is that there are two questions to be answered: firstly--what is the benefit that companies are supposed to yield? And secondly, which are the beneficiaries who decide that the company is providing an adequate benefit or that, on the contrary, it should be allowed to die ? There are many possible answers: employees would say that a company exists to benefit them by giving them employment, suppliers that they benefit by being able to sell it their goods, customers benefit by its products, the nation by the wealth it produces and the ~hareholder by the return on his capital. In fact everyone benefits.



The introduction of the word "'satisfactory" in this objective is not, as it may appear at first sight, vague and imprecise, for each of the groups of bet~-ficiaries listed above could answer the question, "Is Company X providing you with a satisfactory benefit or do you think it should be allowed to die"? Certainly the shareholders could say if it was making a satisfactory profit by reference to the profits being made by other companies in which they had a holding. This objective, "to make a satisfactory profit" appears to be acceptable by the criteria laid down above: clear, precise, unambiguous, verifiable. But so would an objective such as "to pay a satisfactory salary", for most employees could say whether their company was doing this or not--and similar objectives could be set by each of the groups of beneficiaries listed above. We will return to this later, noting only that 26



except that it is not a company objective, it is a departmental one. Neither the shareholders, nor the nation, nor the employees would judge that a company had failed to achieve its objective merely because it failed to increase its share of the market: it might be concentrating its efforts on exports, for example, or introducing a product in an entirely new market. But one could say that a Marketing Department had failed if it failed to increase penetration, having been told by the company to do so. The implication of this is, of course, that increasing penetration is not a company objective, it is one of the possible strategies that a company can adopt to achieve an objective--it is a Means, not an End. This distinction is not just academic word-play, it has important practical implications for, going back to the starting point, it will be recalled that the reason we wanted to decide the company objective was to enable us to develop a relevant strategy, rf "increasing share of the market" is really a possible strategy--and it certainly looks like it--then we clearly do not want to include it among the company objectives. ManY companies do include it as an objective, quite unaware that they are preconceiving a strategy: iL as sometimes happens, the company objectives are written down in Board Minutes, then "increasing penetration" becomes an article of faith and there is a danger that this "objective" will be pursued with vigour even though the company ought renlly to have adopted a strategy not calling for increased penetration of existing markets at all. In the same category are two others in the list: "lead our industry in technology"



and "to increase exports". Neither are company objectives: both are possible strategies. Many alternative strategies exist: not to lead the industry, for example, or even to buy know-how and close down the R. & D. department altogether; not to increase exports, for example, or even to import! It earmot be sensible to select any of these alternative strategies until the objective is known, (only then does it make sense to do so) and these may then become departmental objectives. But we have still not chosen the company objectives--let its therefore take the next on the list.



Improve Profitability "Profitability" is a comparatively recent



addition to our language. It is pure Gobbledegook. It is just another word for profits, or return on capital, or margin on sales, or labour productivity. Unfortunately no one knows which of these various meanings it has when the Chairman thumps the table and says "we must improve profitability". It is much too ambiguous to form the cornerstone of any company plan.



To Achieve the Profit Shown in the Annual Budget Briefly, consider how a company prepares a Budget. The Chief Accountant, acting for the Board, asks each department to give him the figures that they believe they will be able to work to in the following financial year. He collects these, collates them and calculates the profit that should be achieved if all the departments carry out their predictions. In essence the budgeted profit is what departmental managers collectively think they can achieve--it is not what the company must achieve, or would like to achieve or ought to achieve, it is what it thinks it can achieve. Furthermore it may not be a very ambitious objective for many managers will have put the same figures in for the following year as they had in their current budget, some will have improved them but by a pessimistic amount (knowing, of course, that their Board will not thank them if they fail to do what they said they could) and some managers will show figures that are worse than last year due to cost inflation or some other forseen difficulty. So the company's objective is based on what its managers think they can achieve, whether this is good, bad or indifferent. Of course, if the Accountant's calculations show that the ~rofits reall,t are going to be poor, the Board will reject the Budget by calling for greatel effort--but by the time all the caicalations that usually have to be made to prepare a Budget have been completed it is so neat the start of the new financial year that little can be done other than to make panic cuts. It cannot be right to delegate the task of determining the company's objective to individual managers in this casual, ad hoe, short term manner.



To Improve Return on Capital Employed This must be the most common objective



of all, in Britain certainly. And almost certainly it displays all those undesirable features mentioned above in greater measure than any other company objective --plus one or two other regretable features LONG RANGE PLANNING



as well. Firstly, it is not well defined, for every accountant in every company has his own definition of Capital Employed. Secondly, it is ambiguous for, of course, it is a ratio. Thus a Return on Capital Employed of 10 per cent can be achieved by a profit of £1m. and capital employed o f £10m. or by a profit of £1. Ira. against a capital employed of £1 Ira. or £I. 2 and £12 and so on. Now if the Chairman sets his company a target of 10 per cent R.O.C.E. by 1970 the company can claim to have achieved it whether the profits are £1.2m. or £1m.---or any other figure. But surely, when he set this target he was not indifferentto the distinction between this infinity of results ? And yet very few companies set themselves objectives in terms of profit volume in addition to R.O.C.E.; most use the latter on its own as do, for example, all the nationalized industries. Perhaps the most unfortunate consequence of this defect is that the concept of growth is inevitably left out of account by companies using R.O.C.E. as an objective. A company earning a profit of £100,000 today, having assets of £1,000,000, has a return of 10 per cent; the Board may call for this to be raised to 12 per cent by 1971, for example, but this can be achieved even if profits remain at £100,000 in 1971 simply by allowing depreciation to reduce capital employed to £830,000. Thus, in theory, the use of this objective can lead to the neglect of growth--an omission that can hardly be acceptable to any company today. The extent to which this happens in practice is unknown; it is known that many companies use R.O.C.E. as their sole objective.



The final candidate in the list of



popular company objectives was:



To Sell Worthwhile, Socially Acceptable Products This has an attractive air of high morality about it and is an objective that many companies would gladly adopt. Unfortunately there are companies, highly reputable in every other way, who produce products that not everyone would unhesitatingly agree are worthwhile or socially acceptable. Supersonic aircraft may be worthwhile but, to some, not socially acceptable; sports cars are socially acceptable but hardly worthwhile; tobacco, whisky, pornography? But perhaps an alternative definition of this objective might be less equivocal--"to sell products that people need". Here again, however, one meets the same problem in another guise for there must be doubt as to where the "needs" of customers merge with their "wants" and this raises the problem of MARCH, 1969



whether they have some "wants" that companies ought not to satisfy. Perhaps these common versions of this objective are on the right lines but are merely ill-defined, for the principle that lies behind this objective is an attractive one---it is that companies should be run for the benefit of the customer. This brings the argument back to the twin questions posed above--what is the benefit that companies exist to provide, and who should be the beneficiaries ? It is true that everyone----customer, shareholders, employees, suppliers, the nation--all benefit, but the question is not who benefits but which are the beneficiaries who decide whether the company should survive or not. A few generations ago there was no doubt as to the answer----companies existed to make a profit for the shareholders: the rules of laissez-faire economies were believed to dictate that if a company aimed to satisfy its shareholders it was bound to result in everyone else deriving a satisfactory benefit as well. Unfortunately, however, it was found to be only too easy to run a company so that it satisfied the shareholders--but failed to satisfy--indeed bitterly dissatisfied - - other groups. Gradually, therefore, over the past few decades the shareholder has dropped from first beuefidary to the last---or so it would appear at first sight. In fact, he has always been last, he has always been the residual beneficiary after all other expenses of running the company have been met; the difference is only that most companies now recognize what some did not before, that it is not morally acceptable to take advantage of one's employees, suppliers, or customers even if it were possible (and in modern conditions, with full employment and vigorous competition, it seldom is). Thus the shareholder received, and still receives, whatever profit was left over from the company's operations; the distinction being that nowadays there is less left over because companies in general meet their social obligations instead of neglecting them. The conclusion appears to be that only one out of the long list of popular company objectives meets all the criteria; namely that companies exist to provide a benefit, profits, to the shareholders and they are the beneficiaries who have to be satisfied. Companies have no other objective, nor should there be more than one, for any organization having more than one objective is vulnerable to vacillations between them. Nor should this conclusion surprise anyone for a company, after all, is often referred to as a "'profit-making organization" and in this respect it is



unique. Many, many, other types of organization exist, some are devoted to providing employment for people (Fairfields, for example or Remploy), others to providing goods and services that people need (Shelter, Oxfam), and so on. Companies do these things as well, but---and in this they differ from these other organiz a t i o n s - t h e y do these things in order to make a profit and that profit is due to the shareholders. Until capitalism disappears, therefore, it is as well to remind ourselves from time to time precisely what it means: it means that the objective--or rather the objective - - o f a company is to satisfy the shareholder, whoever he may be. Any attempt to gloss over this aim, this single simple aim, leads to such misleading and meaningless statements as "the objective of the company is Survival" or "improving Return on Capital Employed" or "Profitability"--all of which miss the point and result in companies rushing off in the wrong direction. A successful company is one that satisfies or more than satisfies the shareholders. Several decades ago it was possible to satisfy shareholders without meeting any of one's moral obligations, but, happily, it is now much more di~cuit for companies to get away with shoddy goods, bad working conditions, and so on, so it is more ditticuit to make a profit; but, just as in days gone by the shareholder is the residual beneficiary and he is the one that the company has to satisfy in the last analysis. In fact, over the past several decades a shareholder with an average portfolio has received 9 or 10 per cent return on his capital (after all taxes and including inflation and capital gains). It presumably follows that any company that failed to cam 10 per cent on their equity shareholder's capital failed to satisfy its shareholders and was therefore in grave danger of failing to achieve its objective. Similarly it seems reasonable to predict that any company that fails to give its shareholders 10 per cent return on their capital over the next ten years or so will also fail to achieve its objective. This, then is the clear, precise, unambiguous, verifiable objective which companies ought to be aiming to achieve. It can be made even more clear if it is converted into a profit target such that the profit to be earned must be sufficient to allow this return to be made on the equity capital--the calculation is not always simple but for many companies it implies that Gross Profits must rise by at least 7 per cent p.a. Nothing could be clearer, less ambiguous or more verifiable than that. Ill 27
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